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Abstract

Objective: To determine the usefulness of stress test to detect coronary artery disease in women in local
population.
Methods: Patients coming for stress test were evaluated clinically and 835 patients were enrolled, 69.6% were
men and 30.4% were women. Chest pain was the main reason for referral for treadmill stress testing. Bruce
protocol was used for stress.85% of the maximum predicted heart rate was considered significant.
Results: Higher numbers of male patients were able to achieve the desired metabolic equivalents (METs) as
compared to females. Diabetes was equally prevalent in both men and women while higher number of male
patients had higher systolic blood pressure. Males were relatively older while females were relatively overweight.
CAD was detected in 9.3% of men and 5.5% of women. The number of cancelled and non conclusive results
was significantly higher in women. Gender, age and BMI were predictors of positive results.
Conclusion: The guidelines recommend using stress test as initial modality in most of women and this study
validates this belief (JPMA 59:197; 2009).

Introduction

Coronary artery disease is the leading cause of
mortality and morbidity in men and women.1 The diagnosis of
CAD in women is problematic due to many reasons.2 At the
same time prompt diagnosis of CAD in women is important to
avoid the complications of unrecognized and untreated
ischaemia.3

Numbers of investigations are available to diagnose
CAD including resting electrocardiogram (ECG), 24 hour
ambulatory ECG monitoring, resting echocardiogram, stress
echocardiogram, myocardial perfusion imaging, electron
beam computerized tomography (EBCT), multislice
computed tomography (MSCT) and treadmill stress test. The
standard treadmill stress testing is the most widely used, non
invasive modality for evaluation of CAD. It is easy to perform,
safe and less costly in comparison to other investigations.4 The
sensitivity of stress testing for CAD is 63% and specificity is
74%. For prognostic implications of serious disease like left
main or severe triple vessel disease the sensitivity improves to
86%.5 The pre test likelihood of the disease is an important
consideration before subjecting any individual for stress
testing. The number of false positive results is expected to be
high in population with pretest likelihood of disease of <20%
and number of false negative results is large in population with
high pretest likelihood of>80%. The optimum results are
obtained only if pretest likelihood of the disease ranges in
between 20%-80%.6 A test with 80% sensitivity and
specificity will have 50% predictive value if the prevalence of
the disease is 20% and predictive value of above 80% if the
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prevalence of disease is >50%.7

Proper selection of patients, functional response,
electrocardiographic changes, adequacy of exercise and
treadmill exercise scoring are important factors to validate the
effectiveness of stress test. The treadmill test becomes more
useful if the patient selected is male who is more than 40 years
of age and has multiple associated risk factors.8 It has been
reported previously that stress test is associated with 40% false
positive ST segment depression in women versus 10% in
men.9 Similarly the predictive value of test is poor in women.
When the test has sensitivity of 68% and specificity of 61%,
the positive predictive value is 0.61 and negative predictive
value is 0.68.10 Another important limitation in effectiveness
of stress test in women is their inability to exercise to
maximum aerobic capacity.11 This has been proved from the
previous studies that females tend to have low false negative
results which approves the regular use of stress testing in
females to rule out CAD.12 Present study was a comparative
study between men and women to determine the usefulness of
standard treadmill exercise testing in women.

Patients and Methods

This was a prospective and comparative study
including both males and females referred for stress testing
during year 2006-2007 to non invasive cardiac lab in a
university hospital in Saudi Arabia. Written informed consent
was obtained from all patients. The study was approved by
local ethical committee of the institution. Brief history was
obtained from all patients. Those patients who had angina
Canadian class 11-V1, evidence of decompensated heart
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failure, sustained arrythmias, pregnant women, clinically
detectable aortic stenosis of unknown severity, severe aortic
stenosis as defined by mean gradient of 40 mm of Hg and
aortic valve area of <1cm2, advanced osteoarthritis of knee or
hip joints or any other disability leading to inability to perform
exercise and patients receiving digoxin were not allowed to
proceed further. Those patients whose baseline ECG had
already ST segment deviation or were having left or right
bundle branch block were also excluded. All patients had
detailed clinical examination including supine and standing
blood pressure measurements, cardiac auscultation and
measurement of oxygen saturation by pulse oximetery. Those
patients whose blood pressure was >220/120 and <80 mm of
Hg systolic were not subjected for the stress test and were
referred back to treating physician to optimize the treatment.
Those patients, who did not stop beta blockers 48 hours before
the test or they were using rate lowering calcium channel
blockers, were postponed.

Adequate skin preparation was undertaken. Resting
12 lead ECG was performed. Torso ECGs were performed in
supine and standing positions. The protocol used for stress
testing was Bruce. Each stage had standard duration of three
minutes. The test was performed on GE advanced system
which was a dedicated stress test unit and had automatic
speed acceleration starting from 1.7 to 2.5, 3.4, 4.2, 5.0 and
5.5 MPH. Similarly the inclination started at grade of 10%
and automatically progressed further with each three minutes
increment to 12%, 14%, 16%, 18% and 20% respectively.
The exercise capacity was defined in terms of metabolic
equivalents (METs); one MET was equivalent to
3.5mlO2/Kg/min.Stage one was equivalent to 5 METs and
subsequent stages were equivalent to 7,10,14,16 and 18
METs. Maximum predicted heart rate (MPHR) was
calculated as 220-age and 85% of MPHR was considered
significant. The ECG was automatically recorded after
completion of each stage and blood pressure was recorded
one minute before the end of each stage and thereafter every
minute in recovery for five to ten minutes. The exercise was
stopped if the ST deviation recorded was more than three
millimeters or systolic blood pressure exceeded 220mm of
Hg or diastolic exceeded120mm of Hg or abnormal blood
pressure response and heart rate response was obtained. This
abnormal response was defined as more than 10 mm of Hg
drop in blood pressure or drop in heart rate of more than 20
beats per minute. Abnormal response of the test was termed
as positive which was defined as having ST deviation of
>1mm in three adjacent complexes with stable baseline
,having horizontal or down sloping configuration and
occurring 80 milliseconds after J point. The test was declared
negative if there were no significant changes and non
conclusive if exercise was sub maximal. Cancelled test were
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those where patients could not complete even one minute of
exercise or could not continue in warm up stage. The
recovery was continued for five minutes or delayed till
normalization of ECG changes.

The ECG was continuously obtained after every
minute for first 5 minutes and thereafter every three minutes.
Comparison between men and women was performed
using the 2-sample t test for continuous variables and chisquare test for categorical variables. A p value of <0.05 was
considered significant. Exact test P values were computed
using StatsDirect Statistical software version 1.9.

Results

Eight hundred and thirty five patients were subjected
for stress testing commencing from February 2006 till July
2007. Predominantly male patients (69.6%) were sent for
stress testing as compared to smaller percentage (30.4) of
women. Various baseline characteristics comparing both
groups are shown in Table-1. The male patients were slightly
older as compared to females but there was no statistically
significant difference. Higher numbers of women were
significantly overweight or obese as compared to men. Chest
pain was the most common reason for referral of these patients
for evaluation for CAD but higher number of women had
significantly associated symptoms of dyspnoea and
palpitation. Diabetes was equally prevalent in both groups
while systolic blood pressure was significantly higher in
males. The diastolic blood pressure in both groups was nearly
the same. The resting heart rate was significantly higher in
females. However the overall maximum predicted heart rate
(MPHR) achieved in males was superior to females. But at the
same time the maximum heart rate in males (158 ± 21) was
lower than the desired MPHR. The exercise capacity was
better in males achieving upto 14 metabolic equivalents
(METs) while women had significantly lower exercise
threshold achieving maximum of 10 METs. Table 2 compares
the treadmill results in both groups.439 (75.6%) male patients
had negative test as compared to females, 142 (55.9%).
Number of positive results were 56 (9.3%) in men versus 14
(5.5%) in women. Nonconclusive results were obtained in 72
(12.4%) men and in significantly higher number of women 69
(27.4%). The cancellation was 16 times (2.6%) in men as
compared to 29 times (11.4%) in women.

Discussion

Non invasive diagnosis of CAD in women is difficult
as women have lower prevalence of CAD thereby increasing
the chances of false positive results and lower sensitivity
because of milder disease.13 Atypical chest pain is a very
common symptom in women making the decision very
difficult as to which patient has genuine chest pain and which
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Table 1: Baseline characteristics of two groups.
Variables

Men
N (581) 69.6%

Age(yrs,mean± SD)
49.06±10.88
BMI
26±2.8
Chest pain
63%
Dyspnoea
43%
Palpitation
37%
Syncope
3.2%
Diabetes
23%
Hypertension
32%
Resting hart rate (beats/min)
82.9±16.7
Resting systolic BP (mm/Hg)
130±16
Resting diastolic BP (mm/Hg)
81±8

Women
N (254) 30.4%

P value

47.17±9.89
29±5.8
66%
62%
57%
2.8%
24%
25%
88.2±17.08
118±15
80±8

NS
<0.001
NS
<0.001
<0.001
NS
NS
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Data is expressed as Mean ± SD

one of these patients need further testing.14 At the same time it
is well documented that lesser number of female patients with
chest pain are referred for further testing leading to under
diagnosis and under treatment of CAD.15 Coronary artery
surgery study (CASS) showed poor correlation between chest
pain and significant CAD in women.16 Gender difference in
evaluation of CAD is compounded by the lack of confidence
in the diagnostic testing in women.17 Patients with poor
exercise capacity have poor overall prognosis irrespective of
ST segment changes during stress test.18 Poor exercise
capacity in women was demonstrated in our study as they
were unable to achieve MPHR and desired METs. These
results correlated well with the results from previous studies in
term of inability of women to complete the exercise to
maximum aerobic capacity and strengthening the belief of this
factor as one of the important reasons of false positive, false
negative results or non conclusive results.19 The non
diagnostic rate of 12.4% in men and 27.6% in women in this
study is well comparable to previously reported rate in
literature of18%-31%.20 The significant cancellations and
Table 2: Treadmill stress test results.
Variables
Exercise
Maximum heart rate
Maximum systolic
BP(mm of Hg)
Maximum diastolic
BP(mm of Hg)
METs
Test Results
Negative
Positive
Non conclusive
Cancelled

Men
N (581) 69.6%

Women
N (254) 30.4%

P value

158.79± 20.74

159.00± 22.20

NS

172 ±15

146 ±20

<0.001

85± 8
9.6± 3.5

84± 8
6.9 ±2.8

NS
<0.001

439(75.6%)
56(9.3%)
72(12.4%)
16(2.6%)

142(55.9%)
14(5.5%)
69(27.4%)
29(11.4%)

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Data is expressed as Mean± SD
BP (Blood pressure); METs (Metabolic Equivalents).
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subsequent course in this study did not demonstrate any
disparity between this study and previous reported study
showing women are less likely to undergo further testing and
coronary angiography irrespective of result of the initial stress
test.21 The history of co existing risk factors or baseline
investigations to exclude unknown hyperglycaemia and
dyslipidaemia is mandatory in order to investigate CAD as
male gender, hypertension, abnormal BMI, diabetes and
current smoking are strongly related to higher chances of
positivity of non invasive test to detect CAD.22 This study did
not include the history of smoking as it was difficult to ask
about smoking from females due to social reasons. However
the prevalence of diabetes was equal in both sexes and it also
matched the overall prevalence of diabetes of around 23% in
Saudi Arabia.

An interesting finding as a result of this study revealed
that after nearly 18 months of stress testing in a university
hospital only 14 females were discovered to have positive
result. It is not clear that how many of them will have false
positive results and how many of those who have true
positive results will have non significant CAD. Here the
concern arises that is it worth to send women for stress testing
as an initial test? This study correlated well with the
prevalence of CAD in women as reported in previous studies
where the prevalence was reported to be 7%.23 This picture
overall is depressing and throws doubts on this modality and
shatters the confidence of doctors in reliance on this test to
evaluate CAD in women. This study has demonstrated
significant disparity between males and females in terms of
number of patients referred, prevalence of obesity,
uncontrolled systolic hypertension, lower number of positive
results in both males and females and very low number of
positive cases in women.
To improve the out come of stress testing in women
recommended is the incorporation of QRS scoring in standard
protocols in addition to assessment of pretest likelihood of the
disease.24 In women with low pretest likelihood stress test is
the modality of choice while in intermediate and high
likelihood group there is no cost difference between
myocardial perfusion imaging and standard stress test
therefore the choice should be perfusion imaging.25

Limitations:

Unfortunately the major limitation of this study was
that Duke scoring was not incorporated at the time of stress
testing. The second important observation was that the
number of women was roughly one third of total participants,
thereby creating difference in number of participants very
obvious and this may throw doubts on the impact of study as
it was a comparative study between men and women. The
number of the patients were not prespecified however the
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period was prespecified and all those patients whether male or
female were enrolled if they were eligible. It would have been
better if the females enrolled were either more or at least equal
in number as compared to men.

Conclusion

Treadmill stress test is most useful in subjects who can
perform adequate exercise to achieve 85% of MPHR. It
remains the modality of choice in most of women till the issue
of appropriate first line non invasive test in women is
addressed in further large studies.
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